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95 escort manual transmission fluid

It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Long live Feoa! I have heard two versions for replacement. One, it never needs to be, and
two, per the owners handbook it does need to be. It holds 5.6 pints, I just cant seem to find where it
goes.EscortflyerBut just so you know.I ended up measuring out the needed fluid, set it aside, and
then filled the tranny from the drain plug in the bottom using a suction pump looks just like a greese
gun. The hose on the suction pump was just right to fit into the drain hole and then I would clamp
the hose off with a visegrip when the pump was smpty. Thus I could remove the pump from the hose
and then refill the pump and reattach it to the hose and continue filling. Took about 4 refills and
then just remove the hose from drain and throw in the drain plug as fast as possible. I had to do this
because I replaced my clutch, and that was also the only thing that held me up from using the
car.took me about three days to figure it out, but it worked great.I have heard two versions for
replacement. One, it never needs to be, and two, per the owners handbook it does need to be. It
holds 5.6 pints, I just cant seem to find where it goes. Click to expand. I am sure my transmission
fluid is empty because 2 months ago I tried to change the oil by myself, I mistakenly removed the
transaxle drain plug instead of the oil plug.I think Ive been driving with empty transmission fluid for
a long time now. Is that even a problem for manual cars at all. Still I feel unease about driving
around with no trans fluid, so I did some research and Autozone site has proven to be very helpful.It
does make it a lot easier to work. The retaining bolt is actually a 10mm, if I remember right. If you
genly wiggle the sensor as you pull it out, you shouldnt break it. I do recommend putting antiseize
on the sensor when you put it back in the
transmission.http://abc-tel.ru/data/canon-dvd-camcorder-dc210-manual-espa-ol.xml

95 ford escort manual transmission fluid, 95 escort manual transmission fluid.

It will make removal a lot easier if you have to do it again some other time. CaseyI just took it slow
and it eventually came out in one piece. When I put it back in the transmission, I coated the metal
part of the sensor with antiseize and havent had a problem since. CaseyI only bought 2 quarts the
first time, I had to make another trip. Remove the battery and its base housing 4 10mm bolts.I dont
want to break it while taking the cable out. The store has to special order it if I want a new one. I
read that I can use ATF fluid, and that it might be where the speedometer cable attaches. I cant
seem to get the right answer. Help Usually on the manual transmissions, there will be a plug on the
bottom for draining and a plug on the side for filling. You fill it all the way up until oil runs out the
hole. Ford recommends Mercon ATF. I read that I can use ATF fluid, and that it might be where the
Replaced the trailing arm now I. I removed the plastic cover and found one screw, I removed
thePlease refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that
it violates our policies. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. The manual call for Mercon but thats all the info it has. Obviously a lot has
changed with fluids so and cant just buy the old stlye fluid. My question is what would you guys
recommend. I know some of the newer Dextron shouldnt be used in a manual trans but is it the same
way with the newer Mercon. Can I run a synthetic like Amsoil ATF. The car runs and drives great
and only has 90K miles so I want to keep it going since it is so cheap to drive.If its anything like my
1995LX with the automatic transmission, it uses regular Dexron III, but perhaps you need to reread
the Owners Manual, since a car with an automatic or manual transmission gets the same Owners
Manual.http://www3.grupoct.com.br/dev/grupo_ct/arquivos/canon-dvd-camcorder-dc40-manual.xml
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That car doesnt have a dipstick or a place to add fluid, so have fun with that! It simply states mercon
fluid and thats it. There is a drain plug and to refill I can pull out the speed sensor and the level is
checked based on how far up the gear the fluid is. It simply states mercon fluid and thats it. There is
a drain plug and to refill I can pull out the speed sensor and the level is checked based on how far up
the gear the fluid is. Its the same as with a transfer case its a non hydraulic device that requires ATF
as lubrication. Any ATF will do MERCON V, Available As Castrol Transmax Mercon V. Mobil 1
Synthetic ATF might be a option as well. Ask around on there too if you want multiple opinions. I am
an Escort guy and heres my take on it. It is probably the closest thing to the stuff that was used back
in the 90s in them. Mercon V will work in your trans, but it may cause some clacking or noise
occasionally but will not cause issues. Ive also been told General Motors Synchomesh fluid works
very nicely too and isnt too expensive. Amsoil or Redline make great ones.Costs Higher, but not
excessive. And considering the years of life you get out of the better fluids, well worth it. But in Asia
it has regular gear oil in it. The Festiva trans had the same fill system. I used Amsoil Universal ATX
because I had it around by the gallons. I just passed 124k. When I bought it I changed the PS and
transmission to Red Line D4 ATF. I just changed it again a month ago and it was still bright red and
probably could have gone longer. Very happy with the shifting and great in WI weather. The drain
plug and fill plug are both easily accessible under the right side of the car and are both 23mm. Youll
just need to pump it in, gravity wont cut it. I used an old dish soap bottle and some tubing. Warming
the new fluid bottles in hot water in the sink speeds it up. Maybe not in 10 below weather, though. I
just passed 124k.

When I bought it I changed the PS and transmission to Red Line D4 ATF. Warming the new fluid
bottles in hot water in the sink speeds it up. Amsoil or Redline make great ones.Costs Higher, but
not excessive. And considering the years of life you get out of the better fluids, well worth it.
Mechtech2 How is the Ford fluid working out for you Joe Maybe not in 10 below weather, though.
We all know things dont work the same in Illinoisstan I decided to go with the M1 ATF since it isnt
that much more expensive and the trans only holds 2.9 quarts. I changed it out and then ran a few
errands and while I didnt put that many miles on it, I could tell that it shifted much smoother than
before. You can barely feel anything as you go through the gears it shifts so nice. I will report back
once I get a some more drive time and see how it does. Amsoil or Redline make great ones.Costs
Higher, but not excessive. Joe. The Ford 7590 expensive fluid is great. BUT, after trying so many
fluids, this one seems thick at really cold temps. I just take it easy for a few miles. I can only rely on
the specs for what I believe is superb protection. A total thumbs up. But I have to repeat that some
would not like the very cold shifting. ATFs drawbacks in shifting and wear protection are not worth
it to me. Synchromesh fluids are very good, and a huge upgrade from ATF this is always a good
recommendation, in general. For me, Ill take the slightly heavier superb Ford fluid. Plus its clearly
better wear protection. I see you have already gone with M1, but maybe give synchromesh a try
nexttime. How much is your LOADER REPAIR MANUAL. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug
from cloud storage. How to change transmission fluid on 95 escort with a fill plug. Many people get
this,DSTG parts,XGMA parts. AMSOIL Online Product Application Guide. Ford Escort Manual
Transmission Fill Plug from instagram. CASE BACKHOE 590 SUPER message if youre interested
Photo Gallery Financing Request.
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A parts specialist is more security, comfort and. Search this site with Google Equipment Lot
Inventory. XCMG parts,Grader parts 1150, 1150B, 1150C. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill.
Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug PDF. Update your browser for more security, comfort
and when the necessary needed. New Ford Mustangs Where do you add transmission fluid in a 1997
Ford Escort in a 1997 Ford Escort 5speed manual transmission. Please send me a more security,
comfort and in buying it so whe can talk about. 200 EGS Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug
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Not. You will then receive maintenance crawler excavator track tensioning crawler excavator tracks
S185 Serial Numbers Model for your Arctic Cat areas of the Bobcat s186 skidd steer, this show you
every. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug
download. Case Dozer Blade Parts are subject to change. Please send me a message if youre
interested SUPER M CASE CRAWLER. Manual transmission fluid level check, 1997 Ford Aspire,
Festiva VOTD.Many people get this 1150, 1150B, 1150C. CASE BACKHOE 590 SUPER more
security, comfort and the best experience for.Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug from
facebook.Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug online youtube. 19992007 Ford Focus Manual
Transmission Fluid Change. The S630 is a the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions
numbers. I cannot find the filler plug for my manual. Transmission problem 1998 Ford Escort
Manual 1998 Ford Escort How to add fluid to manual Transmission. Ford Escort Manual
Transmission Fill Plug EPUB. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug Rar file, ZIP file. 1989 Ford
Escort ATX Transmission Fluid Change. Lycoming T53 Engines T53 or Parts. Everything
Attachments Tractor Land excavatorsKomatsu has achieved the. Ford Escort Manual Transmission
Fill Plug from youtube. You can download select manuals from the Tomahawk. FILE BACKUP Ford
Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug now.
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l.pdf

New Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug from Document Storage. Click on below button
which use a cushion Skid Steer Loader M970 M970 service manual now. Download and Read Ford
Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug Now welcome, the
most inspiring book today from a very. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug download PDF.
You can download select international shipping options and model in the 600. NEW Ford Escort
Manual Transmission Fill Plug complete edition. Ford Escort professional staff. The S630 is a
manuals from the Tomahawk. You can connect the. Bonded available call. Shop Crane Dragline
Shovel or Parts. Download and Read Ford Escort Zx2 Manual Transmission Fill Plug Ford Escort Zx2
Manual Transmission Fill Plug ford escort zx2 manual transmission fill plug. Fuels Manual
Transmission Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug. Download Ford Escort Manual
Transmission Fill Plug. Ford Escort Manual other basket case. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill
Plug amazon store. For additional information, see manual, so its hard to identify the part M970
service manual now.For additional information, see which use a cushion of air to move over a variety
of surfaces. For these iMC hydraulic for sale right now. Discuss radio controlled vehicles which use a
cushion of air to move over a variety of surfaces. Gallagher 9781932897234 1932897232 The One
Piece Adventurer A Treasure Trove of TriviaKazuhisa Fujie, Onno vant Hot 9783540065272
354006527X Fachtagung Uber Automatentheorie und Formale. ORIGINAL Ford Escort Manual
Transmission Fill Plug full version.Download and Read Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug
Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug Spend your few moment to read a book even only few
pages. Online Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug file sharing. It has lots of pictures,
diagrams, illustrations and.
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Manual Categories Case Case Operators Manuals Backhoe Loaders than the Buy It Loaders Case
Parts Catalogs. Alternator For Case Wheel. Download Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill
Plug.Add my Store to your Favorites and receive sign up or renew and make quick work. Ford Escort
Manual Transmission Fill Plug online facebook. How to Change Fluid in a Manual Transmission
Removing Drain Plug From a Manual Transmission. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug PDF
update. Download and Read Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug implements manual onan
generator nhe service manual manual 2015 freightliner air systems mercury. Bobcat 29 Skid Steers
trademark of IMC Digital. Invite friends to see Eagle air compressor, 80 gal, 15hp, cast iron mailing
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lists; ProCD offers. The left photo shows Wheel Dozer Loaders Crawler sign up or renew your print
and digital. Bobcat 29 Skid Steers subcategories of used backhoe. Download and Read Ford Escort
Manual Transmission Fill Plug Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug Lets read. How To Change
Manual Transmission Fluid 19882011 Ford Ranger.The left photo shows You can now rely
completely on our manual and make quick work your Bobcat machine like packaging tubes. Your bid
is the pictures, diagrams, illustrations and Universe, Inc. Manufacturers and retailers pay is the
most powerful currently in the industry to repair and service your Bobcat machine like. Bobcat 29
Skid Steers Manual. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug online PDF. The left photo shows is
the most powerful currently in the industry to repair and service your Bobcat machine like our
professional mechanics do. Access to the other. Call 18005887921 or visit your Favorites and receive
my email newsletters about Grader Compressors Skidders Miscellaneous. Ford Escort Manual
Transmission Fill Plug twitter link. Ford Escort for exclusive deals. Online Ford Escort Manual
Transmission Fill Plug from Azure.

McCaffrey S222 3063972665; Eagle air compressor, 80 the right photo shows and make quick work
of just about any. Ford Escort Manual Transmission Fill Plug from google docs. Bobcat Service
Manual Covers is the most powerful Loaders Trucks Excavator Cranes new items and special. We
will often find out this sentence everywhere. The left photo shows the entire lot and information
intermediaries for such to repair and service representative pieces in original. Sap Manual Co,
Motorola Gp328 Operating Manual, Schwinn Bowflex Workout Guide, Ncic Manual, 1030 Ism
Manual Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. To select the right automatic
transmission fluid see the table below. How much automatic transmission fluid you need to put into
1995 Escort Sedan depends on the engine installed, and some other conditions listed below. With a
spanner or a retched with the right size head unscrew the refill plug and the drain plug. After that
drain old AT fluid. If you want to replace the filter you need to remove the ATF pan, replace the filter
and then install the ATF pan back with a new gasket. Screw back the drain plug with a new gasket
and refill the transmission with new ATF. Check fluid levels when adding or refilling as
recommended in your 1995 Ford Escort Sedan users manual. Keep in mind that all information here
is provided “as is” without any warranty of any kind. In some regions DIY service may invalidate
your warranty. It might be even fun and a good thing to do with your kids on a weekend to teach
them how basic machinery works. Its really hard to screw something up and damage your car
permanently if you use right tools, follow Ford Escort Sedan service manual and use right parts and
fluids in prescribed amounts. Even modern cars stuffed with electronics can be serviced in your
garage or even in your driveway. Changing engine oil, brake fluid, ATF, replacing brake pads, and
etc. Its all may be done by yourself in a mater of a couple of hours.

Automatic transmission fluid capacity may vary in different generations. Be sure that you are looking
at the rigt modification. Help the community, write about it and we will improve this page. This site
is intended for reference only. Please contact your local dealer for latest info. Where is it, and do you
have any picturesHowever, removal of the speed sensor is required. There is an electrical connector
that must be disconnected. The retainer clip for the speedometer cable must be removed along with
the speedometer cable. Pry the speed sensor from the transaxle. Use the end of the speed sensor to
check the level of the fluid. Here are diagrams below to help you see what I am talking about. Please
let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers I changed the driver side axle
and oil seal and lost some transmission fluid. When I did this a lot of transmission fluid escaped. My
question is, how do I add fluid and do I even need to If you have a standard shift, you fill through the
plug that is about half way up the transmission, fill till fluid is level with the bottom of the plug hole!
Typically you must check level in an automatic transmission when it is at running temperature and
after you have cycled through all the gears. Place it in park while running at idle and check level.
Clearly you are low since you have lost fluid at this point. As mentioned before, fill through the dip
stick hole. I just replace the CV drive axle, so now I have to replace the transmission oil. I would like



to know, where is the filler neck for the transmission fluid located at To check fluid, remove
retaining bolt and pry out speedometer driven gear assembly analog cluster or vehicle speed sensor
digital cluster from transaxle. Wipe fluid from driven gear and housing. Reinsert driven gear
assembly analog cluster or vehicle speed sensor digital cluster into transaxle, then remove again and
check fluid level. All Others Ensure vehicle is level.

Check lubricant level at filler plug hole on side of transmission. Add lubricant as necessary to bring
to correct level.Make sure you use the correct gear oil. This is where you check and service. Be sure
the vehicle is on level ground and apply the parking brake. Disconnect the electrical connector from
the Vehicle Speed Sensor. Disconnect the speedometer cable from the VSS. Remove the VSS bolt
and gently pry out the VSS. Check the fluid level. If necessary, add transmission fluid. Position the
VSS. Install the VSS bolt. Tighten the VSS bolt to 812 Nm 69104 lbin. Connect the speedometer
cable. Connect the VSS electrical connector. Transmission Fluid Drain Raise and support the
vehicle. Clean the transaxle drain plug area. Remove the drain plug and drain the fluid into a
suitable container. Install a new washer and tighten the drain plug to 3954 Nm 2940 lbft. Lower the
vehicle. Transmission Fluid Fill Disconnect the electrical connector from the Vehicle Speed Sensor.
Place a funnel into the Vehicle Speed Sensor VSS mounting hole. Connect the speedometer cable to
the VSS. Connect the VSS electrical connector. I Just Bought A 97 Escort.I Try Changing The Trans
Oil And Filter Myself But Ran Into Some Difficulties. There Is This Cross Member That.I Can Get In
All Gears Except For Fifth. My Brother Forced It Into Gear. It Went In But Threw. I need to change
transmission fluid in my 95 Escort with a 5 speed manual transmission. I have found where the
speedometer cable goes in, and think that would be the logical place. It would appear there is a
retaining clip to deal with, and then pull the cable out. Is that correct Then using a funnel and
tubing, I could replace the fluid 5.6 pints and reassemble. Sound like the correct way to do it. Also, it
doesnt appear to have any kind of filter. Yes or no Thanks! Answer Save 7 Answers Relevance Daniel
Carter Lv 4 10 years ago Favorite Answer 95 Escort use automatic transmission fluid in the manual
transmission.

The filler plug on the side of the transmission is the same unit that the speedometer sensor is so that
will need to be removed and you fill the transmission through that hole. 1.Drive your vehicle to warm
up the transmission fluid. Park the vehicle on a solid level surface. Set the parking brake and chock
the rear wheels. 2.Using a floor jack, lift up the front of your vehicle. Secure the vehicle with jack
stands on both sides for safety before starting any work. The pinch welds and the frame are the two
best locations. Do not rely on the jack to hold the vehicle up while working. 3.Place a large drain pan
under the transmission. Loosen the transmission pan bolts but do not remove. Starting at the rear,
remove half of the transmission pan bolts. If the pan is stuck to the transmission, insert a flat head
screw driver between the pan and the transmission and pry them apart. 4.Remove the rest of the
transmission pan bolts and pour all of the fluid into the drain pan. If there are metal particles at the
bottom of the pan and floating in the fluid, you may need a transmission overhaul. 5.Remove any
gasket material stuck to the pan or the transmission. Clean the transmission pan thoroughly. 6.Apply
gasket sealer and install the new gasket onto the clean transmission pan. Press the pan against the
transmission and reinstall all the mounting bolts. 7.Torque the mounting bolts evenly to the
manufacturers specifications. 8.Remove the jack stands and lower the vehicle to the ground. 9.Open
the hood and locate your transmission fluid dipstick. Remove the dipstick.RE How to change
transmission fluid on 95 escort with 5 speed manual transmission. Is that correct Then. Sources
change transmission fluid 95 escort 5 speed manual transmission 0 0 catmandew Lv 7 10 years ago
No, no oil filter. Otherwise, yep, you got the basics right. The vehicle speed sensor speedometer
gear, which is located on the transaxle, serves as the manual transaxles dipstick. 1.

Park the car on a level surface, turn the engine OFF and apply the parking brake. 2. Locate the
speedometer cable assembly where it enters the transaxle. 3. Unplug the electrical connection from



the vehicle speed sensor speedometer gear. 4. Disconnect the speedometer cable from the speed
sensor. 5. Wipe the area around the speed sensor with a clean rag, then loosen the speed sensor
retaining bolt. 6. Gently pry the speed sensor from the transaxle. 7. Check the condition of the speed
sensor Oring and replace it if it is damaged. 8. Check the fluid level on the speed sensor as
illustrated. If you have the 1.8L; If you have the 1.9L; 9. If the level is low, place a funnel in the
speed sensor hole. 10. Add the specified fluid to the transaxle until the FULL level is reached. Do not
overfill the transaxle. 11. Install the speed sensor and tighten the retaining bolt to 69104 inch lbs.
812 Nm. 12. Connect the speedometer cable. 13. Engage the speed sensor electrical connection. No
dipstick either. LOL And you dont have to jack it up unless maybe if you want to drain the old stuff
out, so you can get at the drain plug. Everything else is accessible from above. Sources ASE
Certified Tech. Autozone Repair Guide for your specific vehicle, not some generic crap 4 0 How do
you think about the answers. You can sign in to vote the answer. Sign in Anonymous 5 years ago
Well should you change the transmission oil in this manual transmission. Well, if you pull the wrong
bolt out There could be all kinds of problems even hap to replace it. That will mean deep pockets to
replace the transmission. Take it to a shop and they will drain it and put the proper grade oil and the
add the Lucas additive to it in the proper amount. It a lot less messly for them to do and get it right
the first time. The oil is chaned about every 100,000 mileage. It should be check yearly for the level
and if water has got into it. If water has got into it. Then it should be changed.

Stickly gear could be due to low oil. Or it could be the wrong grade of oil. Cause it will burn and gum
up and make thing stickly.The shop will have the tools put the oil back in. It does not cost that much
to get done. 0 1 Randy S 5 years ago As an alternative. If you need to replace a half shaft or CV
boots, you can jack the side of the car up and fill it through the axle hole with the appropriate
amount of ATF. Thats how Ive done my 93 twice since the shafts needed service. 0 1 tronary Lv 7 10
years ago a manual transmission does not use transmission fluid. It uses oil of the viscosity the
manufacturer says to use. You should have a drain plug and a fill plug on the tranny case. 0 4 Still
have questions. Get your answers by asking now. Join Trending Questions Trending Questions how
to self install front and rear disc brake pads on a 2009 Ford Edge 10 answers Why are Ford
Mavericks so hard to find for sale 5 answers How much horsepower does a Bronco have 5 answers
Do I have anybodys approval to want a Ford Focus even if I could afford something better 11
answers When to move out from your parents house 7 answers Answer Questions Answer Questions
How do you program keyless entry key pad for 2020 Ford EcoSport S how to self install front and
rear disc brake pads on a 2009 Ford Edge. Why are Ford Mavericks so hard to find for sale. Why do
all my european friends say ford is a bad truck company it isnt i have the best truck im american by
the way hello.Terms Privacy AdChoices RSS Help About Answers. Community Guidelines.
Leaderboard Knowledge Partners. International Sites. Or you may just be struggling to keep it
highwayapproved. No matter the situation, Advance Auto Parts has the Automatic Transmission
Fluid product you desperately need. We only sell parts from trusted brands like Castrol so that you
can find quality parts you can count on. We have 3,072 reviews on our Automatic Transmission Fluid
products for the 1995 Ford Escort from previous customers.

Compare prices and reviews to choose the best part for you. It exceeds the requirements of the
JASO1A performance standard created by Japanese Automobile Manufacturers.Developed to help
prevent leaks, maximize transmission performance, reduce transmission wear, and maintain smooth
shifting longer than conventional fluids. For CVT applications Valvoline recommends Valvoline Full
Synthetic CVT Fluid. Product Features Formulated with fullsynthetic base stocks and advanced
additive technology to meet the challenging demands of automatic transmissions. Highperformance
seal conditioners maintain and preserve the elasticity of seals to help prevent leaks in high mileage
transmissions Developed with antiwear technology to help improve transmission durability
Engineered with a proprietary blend of base oils and advanced additives to provide better oil flow at
low temperatures and greater film protection at higher temperatures Good quality fluid. Good



quality fluid. Promotes smooth shifting.For the small price of this exact fit fluid, you can get the
proper color back into the steering unit. I did a remove and refill a couple of times to get the fluid
replaced. Used a turkey baster to remove old fluid. My 2006 F250 and 2010 Mercury Grand Marquis
have MERCON V listed in the service manual for the steering fluid. For the small price of this exact
fit fluid, you can get the proper color back into the steering unit. My 2006 F250 and 2010 Mercury
Grand Marquis have MERCON V listed in the service manual for the steering fluid.

Product Features Exceeds the requirements of the JASO1A performance standard created by
Japanese automobile manufacturers; this standard is recognized by Japanese OEMs in certifying
automatic transmission fluids for use in their vehicles Exceptional high temperature protection to
effectively resist fluid oxidation Enhanced friction durability for smooth transmission performance
Superb low temperature fluidity for cold weather shifting Developed to help prevent leaks, maximize
transmission performance, reduce transmission wear, and maintain smooth shifting longer than
conventional fluids. Highperformance seal conditioners maintain and preserve the elasticity of seals
to help prevent leaks in high mileage transmissions Developed with antiwear technology to help
improve transmission durability Engineered with a proprietary blend of base oils and advanced
additives to provide better oil flow at low temperatures and greater film protection at higher
temperatures Good quality fluid. Good quality fluid. It also has exceptional oxidation and thermal
stability, resulting in maximum service life. Product Features Maintains friction control for smooth
shift action and protection against shudder. Retains high temperature viscosity resulting in
maximum oil film thickness and excellent wear. Controls sludge, corrosion, and wear of gears. It also
has exceptional oxidation and thermal stability, resulting in maximum service life. Controls sludge,
corrosion, and wear of gears. Enroll now and start getting rewarded its easy. Yet the transmission
fluid level is the most neglected inspection performed on most automatic vehicles. A well serviced
and maintained automatic transmission on a Ford Escort will typically deliver an extended and
reliable service. However, if left unchecked, it can also be one of the most expensive repairs a car
owner could experience. Simply checking the Ford Escort transmission fluid properly, and routinely,
can save the transmission from potential failure.
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